Name of Strategy:
Organising Element:

R.A.F.T. (Role, Audience, Format, Topic)
General Capability of Critical and Creative thinking, General Capabilities
of Numeracy and Literacy

Purpose of Strategy:
This strategy encourages creative thinking and motivates students to demonstrate
understanding in a non-traditional yet informational written format. (Buehl 1998)
RAFT is an acronym that stands for:
• Role of the student. What is the student’s role: Reporter, observer, eye witness, object, concept or
symbol?
• Audience. Who will be addressed by this RAFT: the teacher, peers, a parent, people in the community,
an editor, another object or symbol?
• Format. What is the best way to present this information: an article, a report, a blog, a poem, a model of
or a picture?
• Topic. Who or what is the subject of this writing: a famous mathematician, a prehistoric cave dweller, a
reaction to a specific event or a number?
The strategy can be used to differentiate the curriculum in order to cater for student learning profiles, readiness
and interests.
(Buehl, 1998)

Description of Strategy
The student has a role to play and as they think in that role, they have to talk to a given audience using the
format noted on the topic listed. This strategy forces students to process information
rather than just write answers to questions. (Buehl 1998)
How to use it:
1. Establish the important ideas or concepts you want students to learn (learning intention). Consider how
writing might enhance students’ understanding of a concept, for example, fractions. This focus
establishes the goal of the assignment.
2. Explain RAFT to the students and have them brainstorm possible roles students that they could assume.
For example, a student in mathematics may imagine themselves as an equivalent fraction.
3. Decide upon audience for this RAFT, for example a family of 6 who have ordered a pizza to share.
4. Using that audience, determine the format. For example, the equivalent fraction could take the form of
a model.
5. Using knowledge acquired from the model the student demonstrates how the pizza can be shared fairly.
This becomes the topic for providing mathematical reasoning about their knowledge of fraction
equivalence. The topic can be entitled in a creative way as can be seen in some examples below.
This strategy works with all disciplines and across disciplines as an engaging strategy for student learning.

The following documents are provided:
• A RAFT template https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/R.A.F.T.+Assignments
• Examples of mathematical RAFTs http://studylib.net/doc/5868387/raft-examples-for-math
• Possible RAFT roles https://image.slidesharecdn.com/differentiatedinstructionstrategyraft091015171440-phpapp01/95/differentiated-instruction-strategy-raft-21-728.jpg?cb=1255626903
• Possible RAFT formats, Slide 5 https://www.slideshare.net/ulamb/differentiated-instruction-strategyraft

Teaching Examples

Year level: All

RAFT PowerPoint in https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/R.A.F.T.+Assignments

https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/file/view/RAFT_Jigsaw%20centers_K12_97.pdf/343814352/RAFT_Jigsaw%20centers_K12_97.pdf

https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/file/view/T_MathematicsRaftWriting.pdf

https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/file/detail/RAFTsforMath.doc

https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/file/view/RAFT_w-intro.pdf/80798315/RAFT_w-intro.pd
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Links to brilliant sites

Dare to Differentiate R.A.F.T. Assignments https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/R.A.F.T.+Assignments
More RAFTs than you could imagine
Designing RAFTS
https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/file/view/RAFTS%203.pdf/33195143/RAFTS%203.pdf
How to write a RAFT
http://literacy.kent.edu/eureka/strategies/raft.pdf
RAFT assignments in a variety of subject areas
https://daretodifferentiate.wikispaces.com/file/view/RAFTs%20handouts.pdf/42189187/RAFTs%20handouts.pdf
Variety of RAFT assignments
http://www.tangischools.org/cms/lib3/LA01001731/Centricity/Domain/339/What%20is%20RAFT.pdf
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